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Article by Anna C. Purcell in Berlin; Monday, Jun. 25, 2012.

(http://www.berlinartlink.com/2012/05/28/the-week-may-28-jun-3/jens-hanke3/)  Jens  Hanke  –  “Almost

Too Late To Change Directions” (2012), charcoal on colored paper, 150 x 228 cm; courtesy of the

artist

In his new series “Island Me,” Berlin-based artist Jens Hanke presents pieces that challenge the

conventions of traditional charcoal-drawings. On large paper primed with bone glue, Hanke creates

fantastical  landscapes,  often  creating  a  sense  of  ambiguity  that  allows  the  viewer  to  have  an

intensely personal experience. His techniques vary depending on the piece, but conflicting densities

of charcoal, rubbings, and erasures allow for consistent creative definitions of space.

Hanke extends such themes from his former series “Mining Ground- Digging Field”  (2009) and

“Synapsale Nachbilder” (2011). His works are not straightforward in terms of purpose or meaning,

but rather have an emotional weightiness that anchors viewers idiosyncratically to different parts of

the work. Certain reoccuring pastoral and industrial images allow the audience to feel isolated in the

realm of  Hanke’s  former  experiences,  whether  it  is  the  landscapes from his  childhood in  East

Germany, or his five years spent painting in Chicago.

(http://www.berlinartlink.com/2012/06/25/jens-hankes-island-me-at-galerie-hunchentoot/decisions-

were-made-at-a-much-higher-level/)  Jens Hanke, “Decisions Were Made At A Much Higher Level”

(2012), charcoal on colored paper, 76 x 114 cm; courtesy of the artist

With no predispositions or intentions about the nature of the final product, Hanke allows his creative

process to be a largely open one that evolves as he continually interacts with the piece. However,

he still  maintains a level of subjectivity by titling his works completely in English, a language he
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says, that though he has a mastery of, he also has a certain distance from. He believes that if he

were to start working with pieces named in German, it would be too close to his personal sphere,

blurring the piece’s expression with his own identity at a perilous level.

(http://www.berlinartlink.com/2012/06/25/jens-hankes-island-me-at-galerie-hunchentoot/jens-

hanke_obeying-orders/) Jens Hanke, “Obeying Orders” (2012), charcoal on colored paper, 114 x 228

cm; courtesy of the artist

The staggering amount of detail in Hanke’s striking works captures viewers, placing them into the

simultaneously archaic and futuristic visual realities he creates. As his internationality and ageless

perspectives appear on the page, his work manifests itself with astounding depth.

Once inside Gallery Hunchentoot, it feels as if there will never be time enough to fully appreciate the

magnificence and raw beauty of Jens Hanke’s drawings.

___________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Information

Jens Hanke (http://www.jenshanke.de/) has an MFA in Graphics and Painting from the Academy for

Graphic  &  Book  Art  in  Leipzig,  Germany.  He  has  been  the  recipient  of  many  awards  and

scholarships, including a DAAD that allowed him to work on paintings in Chicago for a span of five

years. He is currently living in Berlin.

www.jenshanke.de (http://www.jenshanke.de/)

GALERIE HUNCHENTOOT (http://www.galerie-hunchentoot.de/)

“Island me” – JENS HANKE

Exhibition: Jun. 02 – Aug. 25, 2012

Opening Hours: Wed. – Fri. 16:00 to 19:00 / Sat. 10:00 to 18:00

Choriner  Str.  8  (click  here  (http://maps.google.de/maps?hl=de&rlz=&q=Choriner+Str.+8+berlin&

um=1&ie=UTF-8&hq=&hnear=Choriner+Straße+8,+D-10119+Berlin&gl=de&

ei=xx9UTfaGGdGRswbItejZBg&sa=X&oi=geocode_result&ct=title&resnum=1&ved=0CBgQ8gEwAA)  for

map)

___________________________________________________________________________________

Anna C. Purcell, is pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in English and American Literature. Originally

from New York, she is currently living and studying in Berlin.
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